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        Palos Verdes Estates Police Department
                        Weekly Crime Report

               December 11-17, 2018
                           

                                  Mark Velez, Chief of Police
     Prepared by Marcelle Herrera, Community Relations Officer

12-10-18 Burglary                    _____                                      1800 Blk Via Estudillo
At approximately 7:05 PM, officers responded to a possible burglary in progress. Sometime prior, 

unknown suspect(s) climb onto an upper floor balcony on the front of the residence. Unknown 

suspect(s) then smash a bedroom sliding glass door. Suspect(s) do not make entry to the residence and 

flee in an unknown direction.

12-11-18 Burglary                    _____                                        800 Blk Rincon Lane
Sometime between 12-08-18 and approximately 8:30 AM on 12-11-18, unknown suspect(s) breaks rear 

living room glass window, enters residence and ransacks the master bedroom before fleeing 

undetected.

12-12-18 Drugs                    _____                                           2600 Blk Via Tejon
At approximately 3:18 AM, an officer investigated a parking violation and cited a subject for Possession 

of a Controlled Substance and Drug Paraphernalia. A second subject was cited for Possession of Drug 

Paraphernalia.

12-13-18 Warrant Arrest                    _____                                      3200 Blk PVDN
At approximately 10:32 AM, an officer conducted a traffic stop and arrested the driver for being a 

wanted person in the state of Texas and considered armed and dangerous.

12-13-18 Suspicious Subject                    _____       Paseo Del Mar & Chelsea Rd
At approximately 4:07 PM, an officer responded to a suspicious subject and conducted a consensual 

encounter/well-being check and arrested a subject for Possession of Drug Paraphernalia.

12-14-18 Burglary                    _____                                1600 Blk Espinosa Circle
Sometime prior to 12-13-18 at approximately 3:30 PM, unknown suspect(s) convince victim that his 

Apple account had been hacked. Suspect(s) scam(s) the victim into purchasing $1,000 in Google Play 

Cards in an attempt to fix the hacking issue. Suspect(s) called the following day and requested an 

additional $3,500 in Google Play Cards for a total loss of $4,500.

12-15-18 Theft                    _____                                            1600 Blk Via Margarita
Sometime prior to 12-10-18, unknown suspect(s) use the victim’s personal identifying information to 

open a Frontier credit account in victim’s name.

12-15-18 Accident-Injury                    _____                       1500 Blk Via Fernandez
At approximately 11:04 PM, a traffic collision occurred resulting in minor injuries.
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12-16-18 Criminal Threat                    _____                           1700 Blk Chelsea Rd.
At approximately 9:37 AM, suspect verbally threatens victim over the telephone.


